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Device Information
Trade Name: 1kiceroy Inflation Device

Common Name: Inflation Device
Classification Name: A.4giographic Injector and Syringe

Classification NumbeT: 21CFR, Part. 870.1650 - Class 1I

- Boston Scientific's LeVeenmT hiflator Disposable Iuflation
Syringe
- Ouidant's IndeflatorTM 20/30 Iflation Device
- WilsomlCook's Quantu=TM lcflation Device

Device Description: The Viceroy Inflation Device is a manually-cantmolled infltioen
device clinicians use to inflate and deflate an angioplasty
balloon, Tho device is composed o0fa handle or knAob which toe
clinician manipulates to achieve the desired pressure. he i.andcle
is connmeted to a threaded plunger which provides for
·incremental pressure regulation of the syringe barrel. A locking
mechanism is incorporatcd to maihtain a constatt pressure
without direct user effort. The syringe barrel allows for thc
storage of desired pressnrization rates and its walls are
trnsparent for syring barrel content vinalization. In most
1icero)p configurations an aualog gauge is available for
measuring barrel pressure and the gauged devices ore connected
to high pressure tubing which terminates in a rotating male ht:r
lock connector. The non-gauged devices also terminate in a
rotating male Iuer lock connector.-
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Inatended Use: The Viceroy Inflation Device is intended to iflate and deflate an
angioplasty balloon or othor intcrvontionaI de ide ~uA when
.quipped with a gauge, to monitor the preqsqure w.ithin the
balloon.

Chr.acteristics: Both the predicate and applicant devices achieve equivalent
clinical functions by utilizing comparable device designs and
bioompatible materials to inflate and deflate an angioplasty
balloon ar otier interventional devire and to monitor the

pressure within the balloon,

Nto-.jinioal Testing: Merit has perforeted a series of comparative mechanical tests to
support a substantially equivalent determination and to
demonstrate the device' g safe aud effective porformance when
used es intended,

The performance data indicate that the applicant mnd the
pTedrcate devices have substantially equivalent valuos. They ysc

indicate that the design of the applicant device is sufficiently
robust for its intinded use. There are no new safety and efficacy
questions which arise when the applicant device is used as
intended.

Conclusion: The Viceroy Inflation Device has met all acceptaice criterit.
Based upon FDA's substantial equivalence criteria, the Viceroy
Inflation Device has been demonstrated to be substantially
~quivalont to the cited predicatc devices based on :itcnudad use,
labeling, desig, materials, pressurization ranges and
comparative parformance.
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Indications for Use

510(k) Number (if known): K040138

Device Name: Viceroy Inflation Device

Indications For Use: To inflate and deflate an angioplasty balloon or other
interventional device and when equipped with a gauge, to monitor the pressure
within the balloon.

Prescription Use X AND/OR Over-The-Counter Use
(Part 21 CFR 801 Subpart D) (21 CFR 807 Subpart C)

(PLEASE DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE-CONTINUE ON ANOTHER
PAGE IF NEEDED)

Concurrence of CDRH, Office of Device Evaluation (ODE)
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